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CONTEMPORARIES 2020

This year’s 36th Annual Juried Student Art
Exhibition, Young Contemporaries 2020, is a
collection of very talented young artists and their
extraordinary expressions. As we, the jurors, were
asked to select works for this year’s exhibition, we
were tasked with a rewarding yet difﬁcult feat.
Being invited to act as jurors for an exhibition is a
great honor, and in our case, it was especially
noteworthy for several reasons. As alumni, we have
a special place in our hearts for this annual
exhibition. We understand the emotions it can
bring up: the nervous excitement, the pride, the
sacriﬁce as well as the vulnerability it demands on
your part, to submit your artwork to be judged.
With the additional unprecedented situation that
we are living through with Covid-19, you have made
a truly special effort to participate in this year’s
exhibition. and

We’d like to commend and acknowledge all of you
who entered. The jurying process this year was also
unique since we had to conduct it all virtually
instead of in-person —a ﬁrst for all of us. Although
challenging, together we were able to thoroughly
look at the 160 submissions, in a variety of styles
and mediums. We reviewed drawings, paintings,
sculptures, installations, photography, multimedia,
ceramics, and graphic design works. We chose 59
pieces to represent this year’s ﬁnest artwork from
the students of LMU to virtually “hang” in the
Laband Art Gallery. The assortment of art in this
year’s exhibition represents the passion and drive of
the student body, and the promising future of the
art world. Although we sincerely wish we could
celebrate this exhibition with you all at the gallery,
please accept our heartfelt gratitude for allowing us
to be a part of this special process.
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Evan Senn ‘06 is a curator, writer,
artist and art historian in Southern
California. She is currently the
Director/Curator for the Golden West
College Art Gallery in Huntington
Beach and teaches Art History at
Laguna College of Art and Design as well as CSU,
Fullerton. She is the current Editor-In-Chief for OC
Art Blog, the former Editor-In-Chief of Culture
Magazine and Inland Empire Weekly, and has worked
in staff positions at YAY! LA Mag and Artillery
Magazine. Her Master’s Thesis and ﬁrst published
book, Cement Sanctuary: Contemporary Street Art in Los
Angeles (2011) has helped establish her as an expert
in alternative and underground art movements.
Evan has contributed to several books on art,
including TMRWLND: The Secret Stays Unknown - The
Art of Dereck Seltzer & Tina St. Claire (2016), Seeing the
Invisible (2015), Yarn Bombing L.A., and other art
catalogues.

Alejandro Poli Jr. ‘93 (aka Man One)
is a multi-award winning artist,
illustrator, curator, and entrepreneur
based in Los Angeles. His work has
been exhibited in many galleries
worldwide including MOCA, Los
Angeles, The Getty, LACMA, Parco Museum in Tokyo,
and the Smithsonian Institute, Washington D.C.,
among others. He has conducted workshops meant
to foster mutual respect across ideological lines in
Northern Ireland, Japan, Germany, Mexico, Panama,
and throughout the U.S. In 2002, he founded Crewest
Gallery in LA to legitimize grafﬁti art as valuable and
collectible and give grafﬁti artists a professional
venue to showcase their work. Man One has been
featured on TV and in ﬁlms including MTV’s Pimp My
Ride, ABC’s Extreme Makeover, and America’s Next Top
Model, and has painted live on stages across the U.S.
for MTV with the Black Eyed Peas, De La Soul, and
Wyclef.

B I O G R A P H I E S

YC20

YC20
Catherine Agopian
Monsters on Vacation, 2019
Acrylic on board, 48 x 36 x 1 in.
"Collaboration is the destination to a better
nation."
This was a collaborative painting done by me
and Robert Sutton.

YC20

Previous Room

Next Room

YC20
Catherine Agopian
Circulate, 2019
Interactive media (software P5.js)
Circulate includes stills/screenshots as well as a
video. This was a brand new medium for me —
I was realizing my work entirely through a
computer in a creative coding course. My recent
obsession with circles inspired this piece as it
rides in a continuous motion, always.

YC20

YC20
Ivanna Alcantara
CURBSIDE, 2019
Color photographs, 48 x 36 in.

Jurors’
First
Prize

For this image, I worked with my group of friends
who have a band called CURBSIDE. They have
been producing, writing, and performing music
for over a year now. They even opened up for
T-Pain at Fallapalloza. They asked me to help
them produce some content to promote their
band. I got to the set and a couple of hours in
I asked them "Do you guys mind getting wet?” This
is the ﬁnal outcome: a mini-series, composed of
4 images (one for each band member), all
looking the same, milk and cereal everywhere.

YC20

YC20
John Alving
Lil Nuke, 2019
Wood, cement, acrylic paint, 51 ½ x 12 x 12 in.
This wooden cut out is part of the CURBSIDE
“199X” gallery show held at the Thomas P. Kelley
Art Gallery in 2019. It is a ﬁgment of the
imagination representing the artist Yackojack in
every aspect except appearance.

YC20

YC20
Karina Arenas
Bruja, 2019
Charcoal on paper, 24 x 18 in.
Charcoal trompe l'oeil drawing of a collection of
items (including hoop earrings, smokey quartz
crystal, lights, perfume, a photo, and a handmade sketchbook) that represent my personality, identity and values.

YC20
Olivia Baer
New Energy, 2019
Digital photograph, 36 x 72 in.
This project was created for an album cover
called 'New Energy' for recording artist
Mase$win. I collaborated with Mase$win to
construct a visual theme that would accurately
portray the message of his 7 songs which we
executed using a technique called light painting.
We built the visual aesthetics and concept
around the idea of growth and transformation of
the inner self towards a more healthy life. As
creative director and photographer, I was
involved in the planning, staging,
photographing, and editing in order to produce
the ﬁnal product. As a team, we were able to
experiment with light painting using glow sticks
and long exposures. This produced a glow effect
around the subject, achieving a visual
interpretation of energy which connected to
themes of growth and transformation.

YC20

YC20
Hayden Blaz
Shower, 2019
Silver gelatin print, 10 x 8 in.
An intimate look at a friend during their shower
routine.

YC20
Rebecca Briones
February, 2019
Acrylic on canvas, 40 x 30 x 1 in.
This is an acrylic painting of a photo I took on
Abbot Kinney Boulevard in Venice Beach, CA,
meant to capture the bright nature of the
surroundings.

YC20

YC20
José Miguel Camacho
The Immigration Puzzle, 2019
Laser-cut plywood with stain, 8 x 15 x ½ in.

Jurors’
Second
Prize

For my 3D-design ﬁnal I once again took
inspiration from my experiences in Tijuana and
from the immigration movement as a whole.
This piece is inspired by something that a dear
friend told me: “The immigration issue is a
puzzle and we each provide a new piece to that
puzzle.” This work represents the “puzzle pieces”
that are key values to note when becoming
informed about immigration issues. It is
important to understand which policies are
necessary, that everyone has dignity, that we
need mercy and empathy and must believe in
unity, making peace, and loving better. Finally,
“you” are the central element to this puzzle. This
piece functions when you turn the “you” gear
which literally puts the other gears in motion.

YC20
Kaitlyn Clark
Raw, 2020
Digital photograph, 36 x 24 in.
This is my own examination and performance of
issues related to the meat and dairy industries.
The raw, bloody meat is symbolic of the harm
inﬂicted on animals.

YC20

YC20
Henry Cragg
Tamen Sol Lucet (Yet The Sun Shines), 2020
Gouache on paper, 12 x 9 in.
This piece was heavily inspired by Medieval art,
paintings, and scripture illuminations. In this
piece, I attempted to emulate the style of
medieval painters while drawing parallels
between the Middle Ages and contemporary
society. The COVID-19 outbreak has also played
an essential role in inspiring the creation of this
piece.
To death, the king whispered a selﬁsh prayer...
and from this seed of hatred and fear grew a
great tree that bloomed with the swaying
corpses of his subjects.

YC20
Henry Cragg
Caecus Pietas (Blind Loyalty), 2020
Screenprint, 20 x 16 in.
Inspired by the works of Walter Crane, this piece
uses Medieval allusions to urge the viewer away
from blind loyalty, as this path may lead to the
individual harming someone close to them.
Do not blindly follow your masters. Autonomy
over loyalty.

YC20

YC20
Daisy Daniel’s
Mala Ola (Garden of Life), 2019
Pen and ink, 5 x 10 in.
Inspired by my Native Hawaiian heritage and
love for native ﬂora, Māla Ola depicts a few plants
used for traditional medicinal practices, known
as lā'au lapa'au. Māla Ola illustrates a collection
of plants (māmaki, pōpolo (nightshade), 'ōlena
(turmeric), 'awapuhi (ginger), and noni) that
remind us of nature's beauty and powerful
healing properties. The natural world is so
important and we must remember to take care
of it.

(detail)

This piece is also a reﬂection of my ancestral
connection to lā'au lapa'au, which my great,
great, great grandmother practiced. She was a
strong woman, warrior, chanter, and a great
inspiration for Māla Ola as well.

YC20

YC20
Madison Davis
Dreamer, 2019
Digital photograph, 10 x 8 in.
As the young girl looks up to the window, she
sees what she wishes to become: a strong and
powerful swimmer. The blue glow creates a
dreamlike space where the viewer has trouble
making the distinction between dreams and
reality. (Photo shot in Barcelona, Spain).

YC20
Madison Davis
Natural Form, 2020
Digital graphics, 8 x 10 in.
While creating this piece, I was inspired by early
Surrealist artists and the female form.
I wanted to call attention to how the body mimics
nature and nature mimics the body. As a woman,
we are often censored and told to be ashamed of
our bodies. The stand-alone "trees" and vastness
of the landscape depict the isolation that one
feels when exposed, vulnerable, and naked. There
is a certain power and comfort we receive from
being our true, uncensored self. As the light
shines on these ﬁgures and casts a sharp
shadow, the bodies present their whole selves
and revel in the light and power that it is given to
them.

YC20

YC20
Dash Debley
Refractograph, 2020
Digital photograph, 14 x 11 in.
Photograph of refracted light through gel ﬁlters,
taken with a DSLR camera and no lens. Colors
were adjusted in Adobe Lightroom.

YC20
Skyler DeYoung
Door to Nowhere, 2019
Digital photograph, 24 x 36 in.
A sleepy mountain town has a rich history with
no one left to tell it. This photograph, taken on a
Canon Rebel T5i and edited in Adobe Lightroom,
depicts the remnants of what used to be a
thriving mining town in Twin Lakes, Colorado.

YC20

YC20
Isabella Dropsy
Inverse, 2019
Acrylic on canvas, 30 x 48 x 1 in.
I wanted to create a modern piece for my room
that was inspired by the deep ocean. I decided
what color I wanted to use and started painting
blue to white to black. Most of my style is black,
white and a pop of color. I ﬁlled water bottles
with paint and a pouring medium. I drizzled the
paint onto the canvas and moved the canvas
around until I was satisﬁed.

YC20

YC20
Michaela Galeski
Simran, 2020
Silver gelatin print, 11 x 8 ½ in.
This portrait depicts my friend, Simran, wearing
her traditional saree. Her scarf and dress blow in
the wind, and she looks down at the viewer from
an elevated perspective.

YC20
Michaela Galeski
Gunpoint, 2020
Silver gelatin print, 8 ½ x 11 in.
This photo depicts my friend, Abi, seemingly
holding the viewer at gunpoint in a grocery store,
but with a banana instead of a gun. The photo is
meant to be satirical and lighthearted.

YC20

Previous Room

Next Room

YC20
Luke Gresback
That Arrow of Fondness, 2019
Single Channel Video
That Arrow of Fondness is a music video that I
made for my friend — and ascending indie artist
— Ian Mullin who goes by the moniker "Golden
Boy." Ian is a very talented musician from my
hometown of Moscow, ID. Last year he released
an EP with an earlier version of the song That
Arrow of Fondness, and when I heard it I instantly
knew that it was a perfect track for me to make a
music video. The song is so smooth, yet so sad. It
perfectly captures feelings of isolation and
self-doubt that I, and anyone else who watches
it, has felt when experiencing the vulnerability of
wanting someone. The melodies and themes of
the song served as perfect guides for me to
make visuals. There are build-ups, cool-offs, and
a climax which worked as a template for my
video idea. The song gave the themes, and I
made it tell a story.

YC20

YC20
Nathan Hayes
Duality: Female Body Image, 2020
Digital photograph, 17 x 22 in.
Duality is a project that seeks to explore rivaling
components of an individual’s personality and
how those components interweave with each
other. There are elements of our identity that
when interacting with each other manage to
conﬂict and coexist at the same time. In this
project I am looking to explore those complex
elements through a gendered lens. This image
addresses body image from the female
perspective. Unfortunately, I shot these
photographs right before LMU was closed down
so I did not have access to the necessary
materials to create a weave. Instead, I decided to
display the images as a diptych to juxtapose
opposing forces of body image.

YC20

YC20
Sam Hebert
Isolation, 2020
Woodcut print, 13 x 10 in.
Black and white woodcut print, showing ﬁgures
sitting on top of tall pillars, separated from each
other in isolation. The piece is mainly inspired by
visual aesthetics and shapes.

YC20
Angelina Henry
Pattern Painting, 2020
Acrylic on canvas, 27 x 21 x 1 in.
The interception and weaving lines of color
interact to create a pattern that plays with color.
Weaving is a method that is used in a
3-dimensional context to create shape and
dimension and I wanted to bring it to a
2-dimensional format. This painting hints at
shape by introducing an arc-like curvature to the
ﬂatness of the lines. Depth and perspective play
a role in distinguishing the lines from each other
to simulate a weaving motif.

YC20

YC20
Mallory Higgins
Bloom, 2020
Acrylic on canvas, 28 x 28 x 1 in.
Bloom is an acrylic painting focused on the
exploration of texture and color. The purpose of
this painting was to solve the qualities of depth
and transparency in raindrops.

YC20
Mallory Higgins
Wonderlandia, 2019
Colored pencil on paper, 12 x 20 in.

Jurors’
Third
Prize

Wonderlandia contains elements of whimsy,
playfulness, and color exploration. As much as
I enjoy creating and admiring classical art, there
is something so freeing about imagining a world
so different from our own. Color placement was
the main consideration in making the composition, as I wanted the scenery on the two pieces
of paper to ﬂow evenly through each other once
attached.

YC20

YC20
Susan Huang
Self Portrait, 2019
Digital graphic, 36 x 24 in.
I used Adobe Illustrator to create a self portrait
that represents the places that shaped my life.
I was born and raised in Jamaica; I moved to
Hong Kong for one year; then Miami for 9 years;
and now I am living in Los Angeles for college.

YC20

YC20
Jacob Johanson
Untitled, 2019
Graphite drawings digitally converted to video
This is an animation piece made with over 500
hand-drawn frames shot digitally.
Chasing something that leads you to an unanticipated situation and the emotions that follow.

YC20

YC20
Kaila Kim
Self Portrait, 2020
Acrylic on canvas, 24 x 18 x 1 in.
The inspirations for this piece were the many
experiences that I have had throughout my life
that were always perceived to be wild and
uncommon, but have always brought deep
meaning and happiness to me. Some of the
objects within the painting are symbols of the
parts of my life that have great meaning to me.
I see them as milestones of speciﬁc parts of my
life that have brought me gratitude and
happiness. The colors on my face are symbols as
well--they represent the toughest times of my
life, the parts that have been very messy,
colorful, and unexpected.

YC20
Emma Legeay
Self Portrait, 2019
Paper collage, 10 x 10 x ½ in.
I wanted to capture the fragmented identities we
create for ourselves in this self portrait.
I was inspired not just to use any letters, but the
“Our Father” in its traditional Latin. I have had
multiple different religious experiences, both
positive and negative, spanning from grade
school to college, and all of those experiences
have joined together in some sort of way to
shape me. In this collage work of varying
densities of typography, I didn't want the values
and shading to be seamless, but rather want to
highlight the fractures where two pieces come
together.

YC20

YC20
James Mach
Untitled, 2020
Film photograph, inkjet print, 24 x 36 in.
My intention in taking this photograph was to
depict both the reductive nature of photography
and to create a painterly image. The beach has
always served as a place for reﬂection for me.
This photo was taken about three months ago.
Then, and now, the beach still serves this
purpose.

YC20
James Mach
Tumblr Car, 2020
Film photograph, inkjet print, 46 x 32 in.
Lately, my work has focused on the reductive
nature of photography. The majority of ﬁne art
forms start with a blank canvas that require
brush strokes or marks to be added. A photograph in itself is a ﬁnished piece. It is up to the
artist to then decide what to take away from the
image to make it their own.

YC20
James Mach
Tumblr Car 2 (Night), 2020
Film photograph, inkjet print, 32 x 46 in.
Lately, my work has focused on the reductive
nature of photography. The majority of ﬁne art
forms start with a blank canvas that require
brush strokes or marks to be added. A photograph in itself is a ﬁnished piece. It is up to the
artist to then decide what to take away from the
image to make it their own.

YC20

YC20
Nick Mauthe
Reﬂections, 2019
Acrylic on canvas, 30 x 20 x 1 ½ in.
Reﬂection study in Painting 1 class. The photo
was taken on Abbot Kinney.

YC20

YC20
Rena McInerny-Olk
Wisteria, 2019
Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 36 in.
This painting was the ﬁrst piece I did in a series
of slightly abstract, yet hyper-realistic paintings.
I wanted to create a work that had reﬂections
and repetition, but couldn't ﬁnd any ﬂowers with
water droplets, so I walked around campus
soaking ﬂowers in water with a spray bottle just
to get the perfect shot! This project seeks to take
the idea of abstraction even further by including
very small, minute details and bright colors that
play with the viewer's perspective.

YC20
Rena McInerny-Olk
Corita Kent, 2019
Acrylic on canvas, 18 x 24 in.
Inspired by Sister Corita Kent, this painting
reﬂects the activism and artwork that Sister
Corita inspired while a member of the
Immaculate Heart sisters. As an alumna of
Immaculate Heart High School, Sister Corita has
been integral to my knowledge of art being used
for social justice. This painting seeks to
represent the spirit and power Sister Corita had
through her art and all the art that has been
inspired from her courage and strength.

YC20
Rena McInerny-Olk
Chandelier, 2019
Acrylic on canvas, 60 x 36 in.

Grace K.
Swanson
Award

Inspired by an abstraction project I was working
on in class, this piece seeks to take the idea of
abstraction even further by including very small,
minute details and bright colors that play with
the viewer's perspective. This acrylic painting is
inspired by a close-up shot of a chandelier that
I found while in Puyallup, Washington.

YC20

YC20
Lauren Mitzelfelt
Under Pressure!, 2020
Digital print, 24 x 18 in., AR app Artivive

Director’s
Award

A more whimsical piece than I usually create,
this design is all about celebrating the
subcultures of 80s Britain! The pattern was
sketched, colored, and ﬁnished on Adobe
Illustrator and depicts caricatured trends from
this era. The ﬁnal steps of this process included
adding an Augmented Reality layer using the
app Artivive, so that anyone with the app on their
smartphone can scan the piece and experience
the piece come to life!

YC20
Lauren Mitzelfelt
Masculinity, Revisited, 2020
Digital print, 11 x 8 ½ in.
The reference photo for this piece is a fall 2019
GQ article entitled “The New Masculinity,” which
is a perfect way to sum up the purpose of this
composition. The portrait depicts Pharrell
Williams, a 21st-century musical and cultural
prodigy and icon for the movement, who
promotes fragility, emotion, and self-expression
in men everywhere. Within the article, Pharrell is
pictured wearing a dress and several outﬁts
including blouses traditionally made to ﬁt the
woman’s body. But in displaying these items
with conﬁdence and pride, he and his stylists
tear down the notion of gender-conforming
clothing/manners. This speciﬁc portrait shows
the artist/producer with tears running down his
face, conveying a vulnerability typically
associated with the female.

YC20

YC20
MaryAnne Murray
Old Town Road, 2019
Colored pencil on paper, 11 x 18 in.
I always had a fascination with horses since
I was a child and would collect horse ﬁgurines
and toys. I reﬂected on my childhood hobbies
and talents and decided to combine the two.
I used my talent in art to depict a major
component of my childhood, a horse.

YC20

YC20
Svetlana Ovchinnikova
Wonder Pattern, 2020
Acrylic on canvas, 30 x 24 1 ½ in.
I wanted this piece to surprise you as well as to
brighten your day. It calls your attention and you
get consumed in it trying to make sense of
everything that's happening. There are circles
and circles and dots and dots, and I invite you to
explore this pattern with me.

YC20
Tess Reid
For You, 2019
Paper, pen, found objects, 7 ½ x 5 ½ x 2 ½ in.
I created this book with paper and words. The
poems are written within a span of three years
and move through the emotions of a breakup.
Each poem is marked with a date and distance,
and each year starts with a page of music
relating to the relationship in that moment of
time. Some collage materials were brought in
such as ﬂowers & stamps, but I used pen as
much as possible to make this book feel
extremely raw and personal. The book is written
"for you," and it is meant to make the reader feel
like they are reading an intimate love letter.
There are 66 pages with 29 poems in total.
View the book.

YC20

YC20
Keziah Camille Rezaey
Thriller, 2020
Digital print, 24 x 18 in.
This abstract pattern is inspired by the 1980s in
San Francisco. In particular, it incorporates and
calls upon imagery from the 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake with the general aesthetic of the
1980s. It is an homage to the iconic 80s that
highlights the literal shakeup of the 1989
earthquake and the cultural shakeup of the
approaching 1990s.

YC20
Will Roberts
Ripe and Red!, 2020
Digital print, 25 x 16 ½ in.
This is a photo of plants on campus. I wanted to
take a picture that captured my excitement with
the foreign ﬂora of Los Angeles as well the
summer feeling that is always here so I worked
on making the colors as ecstatic as I could.

YC20

YC20
Will Roberts
Handsy!, 2020
Digital print, 25 x 16 ½ in.
This is a digital photograph based on an image
from a photoshoot in the desert where we made
and used fake blood as a prop. I turned the
image black and white because it becomes
much more confusing with added contrast and
texture that would look bad with color. I wanted
to make something weird and carnal but also
sweet and so this worked perfectly. Hand holding
is a considered a sweet gesture but with some
editing, the hands’ position resembles an
excavated heart.

YC20

YC20
Arden Sanchez
Behind the iPhone, 2020
Acrylic on canvas, 36 x 48 x 1 ½ in.
Last year I enrolled in the course "Sex, Trade, and
Trafﬁcking" and realized how much I didn't know
about the atrocities of human trafﬁcking. This
painting is based on what I learned about the
complicated sourcing of materials used to make
iPhones and how important it is for us is to be
informed about how products we use are made.
I discovered an image by photographer Lisa
Kristine of a group of men from Ghana who mine
for the gold that is used in our cellular devices.
I contacted Lisa to receive permission to use her
image as a source for mine. I want my work to shed
light on the repercussions of a system that relies
on cheap and exploited labor and to inspire people
to become more conscious consumers. This is a
call to action to reevaluate decisions we make with
our wallets and change a system that turns a blind
eye to the suffering of people.

YC20

YC20
Arden Sanchez
Camryn, 2020
Pencil on paper, 11 x 8 ½ in.
My beautiful best friend Camryn Portagallo has
been a great artistic inspiration for me during
these quarantine times. She always lets me take
pictures of her and draw her. For this particular
drawing I wanted to try and capture the emotion
that she carries with her always.

YC20
Jeffrey Scharberg
Brilliance, 2020
Woodcut print, 19 ½ x 13 in.
Woodcut design of three hanging light bulbs.

YC20

YC20
Michaila Silva
Self portrait, 2020
Acrylic on canvas, 24 x 18 x 1 in.
This is a self-portrait done in the medium of
acrylic paint completed for my Painting 1 class.
I executed this self-portrait to show color
balance and unity through the process of
building up layers of acrylic paint. I incorporated
both yellow and purple into this image to create
an intriguing balance of complementary colors
and worked through intricate details to create
an image as life-like as possible.

YC20
Samantha Sponer
Hawai'i, 2019
Black and white photograph, 24 x 18 in.
This is a portrait of my best friend taken on Big
Island, Hawai'i. I feel the need to capture the
people I love the most, especially in
serendipitous moments like this one. My
photography process is unlike that of drawing or
painting, as I choose to give my subject an
unstudied air. I'd much rather see how I, as an
artist, can adapt to circumstances, or the model
in front of me, rather than the other way around.
Shot with a Leica, I prefer black-and-white-style
photography as it corresponds to my favorite
photographers such as Annie Leibovitz.

YC20

YC20
Cameron Strahn
Serene Lake, 2020
Oil on canvas, 18 x 24 x ¾ in.
I’ve always been curious as to what it would be
like to paint like Bob Ross (host of The Joy of
Painting tv show), and for this painting
I decided to ﬁnally experience it for myself.
Having painted in oil many times before I found
this experience to be odd at times, but welcome
in others. Using a liquid white base coat allowed
me to blend and move the paint in a way I’ve
never been able to before, and to achieve the soft
blending of color much easier than ever before.

YC20

YC20
Robert Sutton
Cereal Wall Installation, 2020
Cardboard boxes, site speciﬁc installation
This installation currently resides in the kitchen
of four roommates who live at the HQ of
CURBSIDE, a conceptual artistic collective formed
in 2018 at LMU. The idea behind this installation
is to document all of the food consumed by
CURBSIDE over the course of the year to provide
an idea of the types of things that we are putting
into our bodies.
The collective is commenting on the absurdity of
retro home wallpaper as well as the common
trope of college-aged men putting beer boxes on
the wall to signify some sort of "achievement.”
The installation perfectly captures the irony,
absurdity, and childlike mannerisms which
differentiate CURBSIDE from other budding
artists in the Los Angeles area.

YC20

YC20
Robert Sutton
Drafting Desk As I See It (self portrait), 2020
Micron Pens and pencil on paper, 22 x 22 in.
This is an ink ﬁrst-person perspective drawing
at my drafting table. The simple black and white
rendering combined with different shading
techniques are reminiscent of R. Crumb and MC
Escher. The process was achieved by me sitting
at my desk, looking at my desk, drafting my desk
in pencil, and then inking the ﬁnal piece. The
idea for this piece came to me because
I had no inspiration at all. It's odd to hear it put
that way but while looking at this round piece of
paper I didn't know what to do with it. I sat back
and took a look at my desk and that's when it
became clear that all of what I saw before myself
was in some way a reﬂection of me. In retrospect,
upon completing this piece,
I consider it a self-portrait, but without the self,
instead just a small representation of the things
that make up me.

YC20

YC20
Gabby Tavera
My Calling, 2020
Acrylic on canvas, 24 x 18 x 1 in.
Art is my calling and this piece is a visual
representation of how art has called me. I love
colors and I wanted to include colors in my
self-portrait as they are a huge inspiration for
me.

YC20

YC20
Silvia Valesquez-Cruz
The Ephemerality, 2020
Stoneware, 14 x 6 x 6 in.
The swan is a quintessential symbol of beauty,
and beauty is a quality that subjectively fades
with age but is desired by all. The process of
making this piece started by forming an
egg-shaped coil piece, from which the concept of
this swan was born. The process of making the
3D-elements symbolizes our own growth and
eventual maturity. The ﬁnal ﬁring of the piece,
which solidiﬁes and makes permanent each
element of the form, was meant to show that
outer beauty cannot last unless we are turned to
stone. While the coloring on the face is under
glazed, the body of the piece was meant to be
glazed white but was not completed due to the
pandemic.

YC20
Diego Velazco
Amalia Hernández, 2020
Lithograph, 15 x 11 in.
This is a lithography print made with grease
pencils, touche washes, and crayon washes on a
lithographic stone. I was inﬂuenced by the
composition of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec's
graphic poster called “Jane Avril” and recreated it
with Mexican imagery.
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YC20
Mei Vilanova
Girl in a Mask, 2020
Acrylic on canvas, 24 x 18 x 1 in.

Portrait of a girl in a mask.

YC20
Mei Vilanova
Stronghold, 2019
Acrylic on canvas, 36 x 24 x 1 in.

Display window of a store on Abbot Kinney.

YC20

YC20
Jefferson Yumiguano
The Sun Sets on Topanga, 2019
Digital photograph, 60 x 48 in.
This photo depicts a beautiful California sunset
as seen from the Topanga hills in Los Angeles.
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We gratefully acknowledge our supporters & collaborators
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The Friedman Family in memory of Andrea Kingaard Friedman ‘66
Alex Poli Jr. (Man One) & Evan Senn, YC20 Jurors
All members of the Studio Arts Faculty
All staff of the CFA Dean’s Ofﬁce
Grace Swanson

And, most of all to every artist who participated this year!
This site was created in Google Slides by Molly Corey & Karen Rapp, Laband Art Gallery
All artwork appears courtesy of the artists
Inquiries about purchasing artwork can be sent to krapp@lmu.edu
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